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Abstract:  Finding frequent patterns are the essential stuff in data mining and knowledge discovery. A huge part of the existing data 

mining techniques is static in nature, while the real-world databases are dynamic and keep increasing its content in the form of 

transaction. The static traditional data mining techniques suffer from obsolete results in the long run as dynamic forms are not 

considered for the mining process. The domain of incremental mining is becoming more alive and growing as newer algorithms are 

developed day by day. This paper deals about the existing algorithms working on incremental data mining, with respect to Apriori 

and Tree based approaches. 

 

IndexTerms - Incremental Mining, Frequent Patterns, Apriori-based approach, Tree-based Approach. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent days, data mining is serving as a powerful tool in extracting meaningful data from the vast arena of database. Data 

analysis is used to solve the issues related to the decision-making process involving large datasets by building relationship and 

identifying patterns within them. The identified patterns occur frequently in nature, which may be of particular interest. The frequent 

patterns are substructures or itemsets that emerge in a dataset with frequency value greater than the threshold level specified by the 

user, and mining of the above said pattern is termed as frequent pattern mining. 

 Majority of the studies deal with high utility pattern mining that is concerned about the static database. However, the highly 

dynamic real-world databases make the existing methods unfit for processing as they are efficient in the way that they work through 

initial pruning process which can cause pattern losses. They also lose efficiency whenever any changes occur to the original database. 

The re-application of algorithms can solve the problems of the static approaches yet it is highly time consuming and CPU power 

utilizing. Thus, it is apt to switch to incremental mining approaches that can process only the incremental part to find the frequent 

patterns, when the new data is dynamically added to the initial database. 

 

The incremental data mining falls under two classes viz., the Apriori-based and the Tree-based algorithms, which have been studied 

extensively and discussed in this paper. 

 

 
fig 1. Classification of Incremental Mining Approaches 
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This paper is structured as follows: Section II discuss the incremental mining application and its needs, Section III deals with the 

approaches for incremental mining followed by conclusion in Section IV and the references in Section V. 

 

II. INCREMENTAL DATA MINING – APPLICATION AND NEEDS 

The recent applications of today call upon the necessity of incremental mining wherein, the probable reason is the increased 

utilization of the record-based databases that includes continuous addition of data. For instance, the cases of stock market analysis, 

transaction in e-commerce, regular weather/traffic reports, grocery sales data and web logs. The prime aim of all these applications 

is to extract the transaction from the database for the recent data. The incremental mining directs one to add not only new data but 

also to remove the obsolete data.  Incremental mining that deals with dynamic database has been very beneficial in several applications 

like decision making, selective commerce and business management, web data analysis, knowing customer trends etc. 

 

III. INCREMENTAL MINING APPROACHES 

Incremental mining approaches are of two types. This section deals with the technique under Apriori-based and tree-based 

approaches. 

3.1Apriori-based approaches 

The Apriori-based approaches work with two main objectives viz., to find all the frequent items based on the threshold 

minimum support value which incorporate a significant number of transactions and to produce all rules associated with the frequent 

itemsets. This is based on another threshold value called minimum confidence. The Apriori-based approaches and the Direct 

Hashing and Pruning (DHP) algorithms are the two superior algorithms which execute many iterations and find the frequent 

itemsets. 

There are many algorithms/ techniques which can be categorized under this type. They are briefly summarized here. 

 

3.1.1 FUP- Fast Update 
 The work carried out by Cheung et al [1] proposed an incremental updating technique for maintaining discovered 

associations rules efficiently whenever new incoming transaction data are added to the transaction database. They came up with 

FUP (Fast Update algorithm) to compute the frequent itemsets from the new updated database as well as a technique to reduce the 

database size during updation. The FUP performance was compared with that of Apriori and DHP and found that the former is two 

to sixteen times faster than the latter. FUP deals only with the insertion part, an improved version called FUP2 was proposed which 

deals with both insertion as well as deletion of transactions. The advantage of this algorithm is that the cost of finding new rules in 

the new database is reduced by using the earlier mined results. 

 

3.1.2 ULI- Update Large Itemsets 

 Cheung et al [1] in his work does only the addition of new transactions to the database for updating the frequent itemsets 

while, Thomas et al [2] proposed an incremental updating technique called ULI (Update Large Itemsets) that involves either addition 

or deletion of transaction from a database. Besides the large itemsets, the negative borders were also maintained. Itemsets in the 

border that are not frequent are said to be negative borders. This can be accomplished by repeating the join and prune steps of the 

Apriori-gen function in the Apriori algorithm and they are used to determine when to perform scanning of database as well as can 

be used in any algorithm such as Apriori or partition. The special feature of the algorithm is that it requires complete scan of the 

full database, only if the database update cause negative border of all frequent itemsets to expand. The comparison study of both 

FUP and ULI revealed that the size of the candidate set could be potentially be much smaller than that of FUP. 

 

3.1.3 DELI- Difference Estimation for Large Itemsets  

 An algorithm was devised by Lee et al [3] which is capable of evaluating the differences in database before and after 

updation in terms of association rules and this estimate indicate the need of the update, i.e. larger the difference, then it  is time to 

update. The earlier algorithms such as FUP and FUP2 are used in the updation process of database, yet they face a performance 

overhead in the long run since they are applied too frequently. It is mandatory to use the FUP and FUP2 algorithms at suitable times 

for better results. This challenge was met out by a new algorithm DELI (Difference Estimation for Large Itemsets) that yields a 

difference estimate which in turns gives an indication to apply the FUP2 algorithm to database. The major function of this technique 

is to first find the amount of changes that has occurred by the updation process. If those changes are not significant, then it is 

necessary to ignore and wait for more changes in order to apply the FUP2 algorithm. 

 

3.1.4 UWEP- Update With Early Pruning 
 Ayan et al [4] put forward an algorithm termed Updated With Early Pruning (UWEP), an enhanced FUP2. The merit of 

UWEP is that, the scanning of existing database occurs no more than once and new database just once. UWEP also utilizes a 

dynamic look-ahead strategy for identifying and eliminating items that become smaller once the updation of the new set of 

transaction is complete. 

Steps involved in UWEP: 

1. Support value of the itemsets are counted and a ‘tidlist’ is created for each of the I- itemset in the old database. 

2. Check the frequent itemsets in the new database whose items are not in the old database and their supersets in updated database. 

3. Check the frequent itemsets in the old database for largeness in the updated database. 

4. Check the frequent itemsets in new database which are not considered in the old database for largeness in the updated database. 

5. Generate the candidate list of itemsets from the obtained list of frequent itemsets from the previous step. 
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3.1.5 MAAP- Maintaining Association rules with Apriori Property 

 The study made by Ezeife et al [5] presented an algorithm for Maintaining Association rules with Apriori Property 

(MAAP) which is efficient in maintaining the discovered association rules in the new updated transactional database, in order to 

determine the highly frequent itemsets in the new database with the help of available highly frequent itemsets in the old database. 

 Steps involved in MAAP: 

1. Compute new itemsets which are frequent in old database. 

2. Compute another itemsets which are frequent in old database and not considered in step    1. This is because they are smaller 

superset itemset but still can be large in the new database. 

3. Compute the remaining itemsets present in the candidate list that can be frequent in the new updated database. 

4. Adjust candidate sets so that the new large itemsets can be added which are previously small in the old database. 

  This approach becomes advantageous as some low level frequent itemsets are not generated thus it eliminates the overhead. 

The superiority of MAAP over the FUP2 is that MAAP doesn’t compute some frequent itemsets that have the longest list of 

candidates itemsets. 

 

3.1.6 PELICAN 

 Veloso et al [6] proposed an algorithm names PELICAN that outperforms most of the existing algorithm by handling all 

the five knowledge managements such as reuse of previous knowledge, updation of knowledge base, tolerance to noisy input, 

management of resource usage and discarding of obsolete knowledge, while others only the first two issues. For instance, PELICAN 

does the scanning of database only when needed. The main objective of PELICAN is to minimize the number of candidates 

examined to decide whether they are frequent. 

ECLAT algorithm: 

 The proposed PELICAN algorithm is based on ECLAT algorithm is used to determine the frequent itemsets with two 

features namely vertical database format and lattice decomposition. Vertical format is used to maintain an ordered list of transaction 

while lattice decompositions are used to divide the search space into sub-lattices and further smaller. Thus, the itemsets are 

determined by bottom up search along with merging the tidlist. 

 

3.1.7 SWF-Sliding Window Filtering 
 FUP-based algorithms are high in I/O cost since they require multiple scans of database. To overcome this menace, a new 

algorithm termed Sliding-Window Filtering (SWF) was proposed by Lee et al [7] which involves the fragmentation of a database 

into many parts, employing a filtering threshold method in each part in order to handle the candidate itemset generation. These 

candidate itemsets are generated during partition process carried out by SWF. Thus, the output of this SWF called cumulative jilter 

CF consists of a successive candidate list of itemsets, their event counts and the respected partial support. Thus, the execution time 

of SWF is smaller than those needed by other algorithms and also efficiently controls memory utilization. 

 

3.2 Tree-based approaches 

 Though Apriori-based approach remains to be the oldest technique in the field of pattern mining, and also being efficient, 

they are likely to be cumbersome due to numerous candidate patterns generation, time complexity and more database scans. To 

remediate these problems, Han et al [8] came up with the frequent pattern tree (FP- tree) that is capable of scanning the database only 

twice and cut the necessity of candidate itemsets generation. 

FP tree representation: 

A FP-tree is a compressed data structure that represents the data set as a tree design. Each item in a transaction is read and then 

mapped as FP-tree. The Fig 2 is an example of a best-case scenario that occurs when all transactions have exactly the same itemsets 

and a single branch of nodes denotes the size of FP tree. for instance, A:5 denotes the item A with its support value 5. 

 
fig 2. Best-case scenario that occurs when all transactions have exactly the same itemset 
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FP tree construction: 

The FP construction is divided into three major steps. 

1. Scan the transactions to calculate the support count for each item, eliminate the infrequent items and sort the frequent items 

in decreasing order. 

2. Scan the database for each transaction one at a time to build the tree and create a root node as null 

For each transaction: 

a. Select and sort the frequent itemsets in the descending order and call the function for insertion. 

b. If the transaction is unique then form a new path and set the counter for each node to 1. 

c. If a common itemset are shared then increment the common itemset node counters and construct new nodes if necessary. 

3. Continue until each transaction has been mapped into the tree. 

There are many algorithms/ techniques which can be categorized under this type. They are briefly summarized here. 

  

3.2.1 DB and PotFP 

 Two algorithms namely DB-tree and PotFP-tree, that use the FP-tree as a basic structure in order to reduce the number of 

database scans were proposed by Ezeife et al [9]. Both the algorithms aim at efficient mining of the association rules thereby 

eliminating the need to re-scan the entire new database and reconstruct the FP-tree. The salient feature of DB-tree is that it keeps all 

the information regarding the database in the form of an FP-tree structure and doesn’t require the original database to be scanned and 

that of the PotFP-tree is that it reduces the scanning level using a prediction of available frequent itemsets to which the original 

database is to be subjected. It was concluded that the performance of this proposed algorithm was superior over that of the FP and 

Apriori algorithms with different support values. 

 

3.2.2 CATS-Compressed and Arranged Transaction Sequences 

 A tree structure improvised over the FP-tree, called the CATS tree which means Compressed and Arranged Transaction 

Sequences along with an enhanced storage compression that allows mining without candidate generation was developed by Cheung 

et al [10]. The objective of CATS-tree is to generate frequent patterns without any candidate itemsets. Thus, it employs an algorithm 

FELINE that fragments the growth method. In contrast to the FP-tree, once the CATS-tree is built, the mining of frequent patterns 

can be repeated without the help of re-building the entire tree. However, this is conscious to the order and the items of transaction. 

 

3.2.3 AFPIM- Adjusting FP-tree for Incremental Mining 

 Koh et al [11] designed a strategy to maintain the association rules that are based on the adjustments in FP-tree structure. A 

dynamic algorithm termed Adjusting FP-tree for Incremental Mining (AFPIM) was proposed for supporting the frequent itemsets. 

Earlier another algorithm called DUP algorithm was framed by Lee et al [12], which also focus on solving the problems in maintaining 

the association rules but it suffered from the storage cost due to huge database. Meanwhile, AFPIM algorithm enables the FP-tree 

structure accomplished by modifying the existing FP-tree and then the frequent itemsets are excavated from the new FP-tree structure 

and their respective association rules are also identified. 

 

3.2.4 CAN-Canonical Order 

 Though new algorithms such as FELINE and AFPIM were framed to overcome the existing problems, they also had some 

weakness. For instance, FELINE algorithm needs huge computation to search frequent items and mergeable paths during CATS tree 

construction. Thus, a new tree structure called CAN-tree (Canonical Order) was proposed by Leung et al [13], where the items are 

already organized based on some canonical form that is insensitive to item frequency, thus making the above searches convenient. 

Similarly, the AFPIM algorithm needs an added mining constant called ‘preMinsup’, whose amount estimation is critical and 

challenging while, the construction of CAN-tree is not dependent on the threshold values ‘preMinsup’. 

 

3.2.5 EFPIM-Extending FP-tree for Incremental Mining 

 The AFPIM plays a role in identifying new frequent itemsets on adjusting FP-tree structure, however adjusting FP-tree of 

the original database is highly expensive. On considering this problem. Li et al [14] proposed an algorithm, named as EFPIM 

(Extending FP-tree for Incremental Mining) that employs EFP-tree, a similar variant of FP-tree. 

EFP-TREE: 

EFP-tree is a structure that is similar to FP-tree structure in the execution of the algorithm at initial level. Items that are not 

frequent in the updated database are removed after database is updated, then they decrease the EFP-tree with both old and updated 

transactions, which are sorted in the form of pre-frequent itemsets. This tree is considered as a prefix-tree structure for arranging an 

essential transaction with no data loss but not as constrictive as FP-tree. 

 This algorithm also focusses on efficient finding of frequent large itemsets with minimal re-computation. Two forms of 

EFPIM algorithm viz., EFPIM1, a simple version to execute and EFPIM2, a fast algorithm, which mine frequent items on the basis 

of EFP-tree have been implemented. 

 

3.2.6 CP- Compact Pattern 

 CAN-tree had reached a familiar status as it employs only one database scan, yet the drawback is that it possesses poor 

mining performance. In order to remedy this issue, Tanbeer et al [15] came up with a new structure, namely the CP-tree (Compact 

Pattern tree), which is similar to FP-tree as it works through efficient tree restructuring. The CP-tree consist of two phases viz., 

insertion phase, in which current item orders are inserted and updated in the restructuring phase, wherein the items are arranged 

according to the frequency and the tree is restricted through Branch Sorting Method (BSM). BSM is an array-based method which 
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executes the process of restructuring node by node from the root. The rearrangement of items in the list results in a sorted list and 

then performs the restructuring mechanism on tree until all the nodes are processed. Thus, the final restructured tree is produced. 

 

3.2.7 FUFP-Fast Updated FP 

 One of the demerits of FP-tree is that it is required to perform all transactions in batch manner. A try was made by Hong et 

al [16] which involves a modification of the batch method of FP-tree algorithm along with the FUP concept. A FUFP-tree, a similar 

structure to FP-tree, but the relation between the leaf and root are bidirectional. It also facilitates easy updation of tree. the salient 

feature of the FUFP-tree is that it generates a less concise tree, compared to that of the former as they do not follow any sorted order 

to build the tree. 

Steps involved in FUFP: 

1. Scan the current transaction to get all counts and items, also verify that those items are frequent enough by comparing with 

minimum count. 

2. If the items are frequent both in current and original database. 

                Set the count and update header table and insert the frequent items in a set of “to be inserted item” list. 

3. If the items are small in new database but frequent in original database. 

Set the count and if count is less than the number of transactions in old and new database, then add the items to the 

updated database.  

4. If the items are frequent in current database but less frequent in original database, 

         Then rescan database to find frequent transactions 

5. Sort and insert the items in decreasing order of their new counts 

6. For each item in New/updated Itemset I, if I is not present at the respective level of the FUFP-tree, then insert I, set count 

as 1. Else increase the count of I by 1. 

7. For each item in existing itemset J, if J is not present at the respective level of the FUFP-tree, then insert J and make count 

as 1. Else increase the count of J by 1 

3.2.8 BIT-Batch Incremental Tree 

 The earlier algorithms such as AFPIM, CATS tree and CAN-tree performs mining by processing one transaction at a time 

and then do the updation. Totad et al [17] proposed an algorithm, named BIT (Batch Incremental tree) algorithm which is designed 

to merge two small consecutive FP-trees that are similar to the one obtained through processing the entire database. The distinct 

difference of the BIT algorithm from the others is that it is required to perform periodical mining of transaction database. BIT 

considers FP-tree as two periodical datasets, read the itemsets of FP-tree 1, searches for mergeable prefix path of FP-tree 2 and merges 

the former with latter.  

 

3.2.9 Modified CP 

 The CP-tree, though efficient, is time consuming as regards to tree construction. To overcome this wastage in time, Vishnu 

et al [18] framed a modified CP-tree structure by constructing the prefix tree with dynamic rearrangements of the nodes in the old 

tree, based on the sorted list. The tree is built, though the items are non-frequent. It takes less mining time which is an advantage. 

 

3.2.10 SPO-Single Pass Ordered 

 Koh et al [19] proposed an algorithm called SPO-tree (Single Pass Ordered tree) which retrieves information by scanning 

the tree only once. The special character of this algorithm is that it makes transaction of all inserted/ sorted items, on the basis of their 

frequency, where the re-scan of database is not necessary. The SPO-tree consist of two phases namely tree construction phase, which 

is further sub divided into two phases, the insertion and reorganization phase and the tree mining phase, which uses the FP-growth 

technique. It has been proved that SPO-tree is faster than other tree by 7.4%, on average. 

 

3.2.11 BIT_FPGrowth 

Totad et al [20] proposed a modified form of BIT algorithm. The existing algorithms such as AFPIM, CATS, CP-tree and 

SPO-tree performs mining by processing one transaction at a time while, the proposed BIT_FPGrowth reconstructs and merges two 

small consecutive FP-trees for obtaining a tree using the FPGrowth algorithm. It employs FP-tree as pre-processed data repository to 

get itemsets. Here, as a modification from the former BIT algorithm, it employs the FP-Growth algorithm for constructing FP-tree. 

It is advantageous since multiple occurrence of itemsets are processed only once. 
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Thus, the comparison of major parameters for tree-based approach is depicted in fig 3. 

 

 
 

 

fig 3. Comparison Table of Tree-Based Approach 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In the current global scenario, large sets od distributed data are being efficiently dealt by incremental data mining. The incremental 

data mining techniques for maintaining association rules are becoming enormous in number as the existing techniques needs to be 

improvised as they possess few drawbacks. The current survey studies these new techniques extensively for better understanding the 

reasons for the new updates and the necessity for the new techniques. 
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